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TUBERCULOSIS ON MAUI
By DR. W.
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suit is the health authorities, or the
community Itself, organizes (as it cer-
tainly should), and regulations are
passed, action is taken and the epl- -
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uenuc stamped out. But in crowded quarters. In the
tuberculosis the usually cities Japan, has been
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tion), which causes within torv hands are
very will make more im
presslon on community than hun-
dred of the ordinary cases that drag
out for perhaps flve years. Such is
human nature! will not go into stat-
istics, but perhaps the prevalence of
this disease can be pictured to the
mind when say that it has been esti-
mated that in Great Britain the aver-
age number of deaths for each year
of the war from direct war-cause-

(bullets, so to was only two
quarter times the number of

deaths from Tuberculosis In the same
country for the year 1916.

Figures
But statistics are often misleading.

Several years ago the Palama Settle-
ment their splendid

and the public na-
turally expected to see immediate and
startling results. After year or two
had gone by one of the trustees call-
ed my attention to the official board
of health figures which showed that
instead of decrease in number of
recorded deaths from tuberculosis per
1000 inhabitants there was actually an
increase. He was troubled, and so
was I, until thought of an
obvious explanation (which still be
lieve to be the true one), namely,
that doctors, being human and not
always when
signing death certificate, will wonder
for moment what they should put
down as the cause of death. if
much is being said and written
tuDercuiosis, tnen naturally, in
case of doubt, that diagnosis suggests
itself much more often than when
there is no community interest in the
subject. Also, with more general in-
terest, and with district nurses fer-ritin- g

out the cases, great many
more cases are bound to be correctly

as tuberculosis than for-
merly when they would have died
in obscurity and been designated on
the certificate as dying, from "old
age" or some other indefinite causa-
tion.
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When You
Shop

are several important points to consider. You want

FIRST:

highest standard quality class that may
relied upon.

SECOND:
As as possible variety to make careful selection from.

THIRD:
The certainty that you have prices.

FOURTH:
Attentive service in the making of your
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good food, a generally healthful life
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hausting labor. If we could all have
the living conditions that the attend- -

joy the drop in the incidence of tuber- -

climate is not. one of
the principle things; in fact, contrary
to poI,ular opinion ia the leasL ,;.
portant of all. Uoth in the cure in
sanitoria, and the prevention of lie
diseasi rlimate cuts a very small
ngure. Ilert' in the Islands, however.

Kula. does have considerable intlu.-nr-

both in the cure and the prevention of
ithe disease. At near sen-leve- l our
climate is generally more or less
enervating; it not that it is too hot,
but too even little difference in tem-pertur- e

between summer and winter,
in such an institution there is plenty much more important, little dif- -
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lerence between tlie day and niglit.
whereas in Kula and all

our higher altitudes there Is a mark-
ed between tlie
of day and night. This is
and healthful and is the main feature
in climate that is as being
beneficial for the patient;

those who live at our higher
altitudes are rosier and
healthier than those who live near Fea-leve-

which should mean that they
are not prone to succomb lo lle
disease. As regards the
popular belief that a dry clinrue is
beneficial porbably has no
in fact. A patient in a good
in dry Colorado has no better chance
than a patient, in an equally good

in moist England.
Types of Bacilli

The causitive agent of the disease
is. as you all, know, the bacillus

In human there
are two varieties of this bacillus; the
human type, found in
sputum; and the bovine type, which

affects cattle, and which
is found in milk (and its
such as butler and cheese) iruin

cows. But while this
bovine form plays a minor role as re-
gards
many regard it as tlie prime factor
in the human race against
the more deadly human form of bacil-
lus. In other words, during childhood
we drink milk or eat butter that is
Infected with this germ; from the

canal these germs make
their way to the glands of the chest
or they become lodged
there, and develop

tissue; as a rule these
glands cause no what-

ever and instead produce a beneficial
reaction, giving us a partial immuni-
ty against the more virulent human
type of bacillus that at-

tacks the lungs. A few even go so
far therefore as to argue that

milk is really a blessing in dis-
guise to the human race. Perhaps it
would be a blessing if we could regu-
late the dose so that we would never
have more than a very minute dose,
but as this is I think it far
safer to continue the excellent woi 1:

by the late Dr.
In the Islands in the line of

cows from our dairies.
This natural method of
by way of drinking infected milk is
too but it suggests that
possibly some day an inny
be by the injec-
tion of very weak strains of tubercle
bacilli.

the Germs
of the lungs Is nearly

always caused by the human type of
bacillus; this bacillus is
found in foecal excreta, but,

we may think of it as
being only in sputum from
patients. The subject of sputum is
an almost

one to think about, but
we must, face thing.-- ! if
we are to make against this
disease. It is tragic that the infective
material for the spread of thU dis-
ease should be such a sub-
stance as sputum; the tragedy comes
home to the patient when he observes
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